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Introduction
Why write a book on how to do history?

This is without
a doubt a good question, especially for me. For many years, I looked with
withering contempt on those who wrote such books, my philosophy being
something like a historian’s version of George Bernard Shaw’s attitude to
teachers: those who can write history, do write history; those who cannot,
write books telling others how to do it. Yet, after spending much of the last
twenty years involved in some form or another in the writing and teaching
of history, I have come to the conclusion that there is a place for books
that reflect on the nature of the historical task.
To explain this, I need to offer a little autobiographical reflection. For as
long as I can remember, I have enjoyed stories. As a child, I was entranced
by the epics of ancient mythology—the adventures of Odysseus, the Trojan
War, and the antics of pagan gods, be they Egyptian, Greek, or Norse. I
also loved the stories contained in the Arabian Nights, the Icelandic sagas,
and the various other collections of myths and legends that I found on
my father’s bookcase or in the local library. Indeed, some of my earliest
13
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memories are of my father reading Dickens’s neglected work, A Child’s
History of England, to me as I went to bed at night. I have never lost this
love, and still enjoy nothing better than reading this kind of epic material;
but as I grew up, I also broadened my tastes to include a much wider taste
in literature, from Thomas Hardy to Raymond Chandler. If there was a
good story out there, I wanted to read it.
Strange to tell, I came rather late to history, in the last two years of
my studies on the Classical Tripos at the University of Cambridge. I had
chosen Classics for a number of reasons: I was good at Latin, and had the
typical state grammar schoolboy’s attitude of focusing on what I did well
and abandoning that which I found boring; and, of course, in studying
Classics, I could spend my time reading all those things I enjoyed—the
Homeric epics, the tales of gods and heroes, the great myths and legends
of the classical world. History was not a motivating factor: at school it
had always seemed to be an endless list of names and dates and statistics,
with the result that, again as a typical grammar schoolboy, I applied myself
minimally to it and did not take it further than the fifth form (that’s age
sixteen, for American readers). But at Cambridge, all that changed. The
1980s were a great time to be doing Classics at this university. Under the
brilliant lectures of Keith Hopkins and Paul Millet and the breathtaking
supervision of Paul Cartledge, I suddenly realized that at the heart of history was the telling of stories that explained the past. There were a variety
of such stories—economic, social, cultural, military, etc.—but far from
being a dry collection of names, dates, and places, history could possess all
the narrative excitement of the epic myths I loved so well; more than that,
these stories were attempts to wrestle with the past in a way that tried to
explain why things had happened the way they had. Paul Cartledge was
particularly impressive. Basically a Marxist historian (who has since gone
on not only to hold a chair at Cambridge but also to become something
of a “television don,” with a number of acclaimed series, including one on
Sparta, to his credit), Dr. Cartledge told the story of ancient Greece from
the perspective of class struggle, a perspective to which Athens was not
particularly susceptible but which bore great fruit in studies of Sparta, his
own chosen area of specialization, whose social organization lent itself to
14
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precisely such analysis. Even those who disagree with his approach would
have to concede that what he offered was a cogent, coherent account of
the ancient Greek world, put forth in the public domain, open for all to
see, to agree with, or to criticize.
Since my time at Cambridge, my love for history has known no bounds.
I often tell people that I have the greatest job in the world: I am paid to tell
stories. The stories I tell happen to relate to the history of the church, but,
frankly, I could have studied any aspect of the past and enjoyed doing it.
And, in my classes, I spend little time hammering names and dates in the
abstract into my students; they can get that from the textbooks I recommend. That’s the purpose of textbooks: to cover the boring material so that
the lecturer does not have to, but rather is free to focus on the discipline’s
more interesting aspects. I do not teach timelines; I try instead to engage
students by showing them how to construct narratives of the past in a way
that unlocks that past for an audience in the present.
But this is where key questions for the historian start to come into play. I
have said above that I loved the stories in the Greek myths and the Arabian
Nights. I have also said that I loved the stories of histories, be they of the
kings of ancient Sparta, the emperors of Rome, the French Revolution, or
the cataclysms of the twentieth century. But what is the difference? Indeed,
is there any difference between, let’s say, Homer’s account of Odysseus’s
travels and Richard Evans’s account of the rise of the Third Reich?
Most would probably respond: of course there is. The Third Reich actually happened; the adventures of Odysseus are a myth, at best of tenuous
relationship to anything that really occurred in the ancient world. So far,
so good; but the last half century has witnessed a veritable earthquake
in the field of the historical discipline, which has brought such a simple,
straightforward, common-sense answer into serious question. To put the
problem succinctly and simply, the question has been raised in various
forms as to how we know the stories being told us by historians are reliable. Given the historian’s constructive role in the storytelling and the fact
that no story is either identical with the past (a story is, after all, not the
events themselves, but words, whether spoken or written) or an exhaustive
account of the past (everyone has a perspective, and everyone is selective in
15
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what they include and exclude), does not every historical narrative become
unavoidably relative compared to any other?
This crisis in confidence in the historical profession can be illustrated
with reference to two recent phenomena. The first is a bill introduced to
the Florida state legislature in 2006 by the state’s then governor, Jeb Bush,
which was intended to have an immediate impact upon the way history
is taught. Here is how the matter was reported on one news Web page,
starting with a quotation from the text of the bill itself:
“American history shall be viewed as factual, not constructed, shall be viewed
as knowable, teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as the creation of
a new nation based largely on the universal principles stated in the Declaration of Independence.” To that end teachers are charged not only to focus
on the history and content of the Declaration but are also instructed to
teach the “history, meaning, significance and effect of the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States and the amendments thereto. . . .” Other
bill provisions place new emphasis on “flag education, including proper flag
display and flag salute” and on the need to teach “the nature and importance
of free enterprise to the United States economy.1

The bill as it stands would appear to be an attempt to hit back at that
kind of radical relativism which, in its crudest form (and not a form one
finds very often) declares that all narratives are equally true and valid,
and that the writing of history is really just the projection of individual
viewpoints. It is also, of course, arguable that it is an example of precisely
the kind of approach to history that the relativists seek to critique: that
which intentionally privileges its own position with the status of “just the
facts,” and effectively reduces the number of valid accounts of history to its
own version, while tarring others with the brush of being political inventions of those out to subvert the status quo. If the narrative is to focus, for
example, on “the nature and importance of free enterprise to the United
States economy,” it would seem to be a small step indeed between the
telling of history and the advocating of a particular economic philosophy,
1
History News Network, “New Florida Law Tightens Control over History in Schools,” http://hnn.
us/roundup/entries/26016.html (accessed August 21, 2006).
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which just happened to be that of the governor of Florida. Further, even
if we discount what would seem to be an obvious political agenda behind
this pedagogical legislation, can we reduce history just to the parameters
set therein? What about the history of art or of literature? What about
approaches that focus on economics, or ethnicity, or immigration patterns?
Are none of these worth studying? Are there no valid histories that can be
built around these things?
In short, the proposed Florida legislation seems to make two basic mistakes: it fails to understand that history is not simply a collation of facts
which can only be related together in one valid narrative; and it restricts
the number of worthwhile topics of study, and, indeed does so in a way
that seems to smuggle the conclusion in to the very premise. Politicians
generally make bad academics, of course, so we should not be too hard on
the idiotic nature of such statements. Yet, for all of its obvious flaws, the
proposed legislation does have at its heart something that is a very valid
concern: to rule out of bounds the possibility that there are a potentially
infinite number of sometimes contradictory yet equally valid ways of talking about the past. The attempt may be ham-fisted, overblown, and inept,
but at heart it is trying to make the point that some accounts of history
are more true and more valid than others.
This is where the second example is instructive, that of Holocaust Denial
(HD). I want to look at HD in somewhat more detail in chapter 1; for
now, it is sufficient to note it as a phenomenon. There is an old adage
among historians that no event in history is so certain that, sooner or
later, somebody won’t come along and deny that it ever happened. One
can think of numerous examples. Take, for example, the death of Elvis.
Did he really die in 1977? Well, television reports seem to indicate that he
did, as does the death certificate; and I myself have stood by the graveside
in Graceland and seen the headstone, the existence of which is typically,
though not absolutely, a sign that, yes, the person whose name is on the
stone is dead and buried beneath. Yet theories abound: that he is alive and
well and working as a shelf-stacker in a supermarket; or that he’s hiding
in the second story of the Graceland mansion (which is suspiciously cordoned off to keep visitors out). My point here is not about silly conspiracy
17
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theories, but about the fact that even what would appear to be obvious
historical truths are often challenged—and then the question becomes
how one adjudicates between competing versions of events. In fact, can
one ever so adjudicate? Is my narrative of Elvis’s death simply my truth,
and my neighbor’s narrative of Elvis’s continued gainful employment at
the local Wawa his truth?
This example is, of course, absurd and trivial—unless, that is, one happens actually to be Elvis or one of his relatives—but there has been a trend
over recent decades toward a kind of epistemological nihilism that has
so relativized everything that access to the past in any meaningful way is
virtually denied; and the more this is the case, the harder it is to argue that
the statement “Elvis died in 1977” is a more accurate historical claim than
“Elvis spent 2008 working in the Cricklewood Community Center.”
The implications of this can, of course, be much more serious than
statements about the current community contributions of “the King.”
HD is much more disturbing, both because of its moral implications and
because the Holocaust was such a vast event which, one would assume, left
a huge amount of historical evidence behind from which to piece together
what actually happened. Much of history can be said to be of relatively
little immediate consequence; but the Holocaust involved the systematic
destruction of human life on a vast scale and continues to shape current
events, such as attitudes to the nation-state of Israel. Thus, denying the
Holocaust has a clear moral dimension that, say, denying the death of
Elvis does not. Further, given the vast amount of apparent evidence for
the Holocaust—documentary, photographic, eyewitness, physical—to
deny it requires not simply a dramatic revision of established historical
wisdom but a wholesale inversion of the same; and, to any casual observer,
its denial represents a direct challenge to normal canons of evidence. If
historians have tricked us into believing the Holocaust has happened,
can we be certain of anything they say?
HD hit the headlines in a most dramatic way in 2000, when British
historian David Irving sued American professor Deborah Lipstadt for
claiming in her book, Denying the Holocaust, that he was a Holocaust
18
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denier.2 Irving chose the British venue because, unlike the American legal
code, English libel law does not require proof of malicious intent, and thus
he was more likely to obtain a judgment in his favor. What this case did
was put on the public stage, in a dramatic fashion, questions that had been
perplexing the historical profession for decades: can history tell the truth?
Are some narratives more true than others? Can one demonstrate that some
claims are simply false? Of course, historical method cannot be established
as correct by some legal verdict; but the case provided a unique and, by its
context, very exciting opportunity for historians at the top of their game to
demonstrate how careful sifting of the various types of evidence available
could be used to establish the basic truth that the Holocaust did indeed
happen. It also served as a salutary reminder that the game historians play
in lecture rooms and seminars, often over matters that are in themselves
of no earthly significance, can have important and sometimes frightening
implications in the real world. True, Holocaust deniers are far from being
postmodernists in their own approach to evidence—they believe that the
evidence supports their thesis—but their existence challenges the mainstream historical profession: do our methods and approaches offer us any
means of dismantling their arguments?
Still, we are getting ahead of ourselves. The ins and outs of HD will be
discussed in greater detail below where we will see that a discussion of HD
is extraordinarily instructive in understanding some of the worst fallacies
committed by historians. Suffice it to say here, however, that these two
examples, the rather wooden but well-intentioned legislation in the state
of Florida and the distasteful phenomenon of HD, are prime examples
of why good historical method is crucial: we need to avoid the naïveté
that just sees history as something “out there,” which we simply dig up
and drop into the specimen jar, and the radical epistemological nihilism
of those who think that all historical narratives are simply subjective or
social constructions that cannot be assessed in relation to each other. As
a trio of distinguished UCLA historians expressed the matter:
Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory (New York:
Penguin, 1994).

2
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The relativist argument about history is analogous to the claim that because
definitions of child abuse or schizophrenia have altered over time, in that
sense having been socially constructed, then neither can be said to exist in
any meaningful way.3

The point is well made. It is one thing for historians to play about with
notions of epistemological nihilism in the classroom; it is quite another to
tell the victim of abuse that such a thing is merely a linguistic construct,
a point that may well not be intended as a denial of the victim’s suffering, yet the philosophical subtlety of which is surely lost in translation,
so to speak. Yet in order to avoid this radical constructionism, historians
need to spend some time reflecting upon the nature of their discipline
and upon the limits of what can be done with historical evidence and
interpretation.
There are historians who have made a veritable career out of writing
books on how to do history while rarely seeming to have gotten around to
doing any for themselves. I trust I will not become such; obsession with
method is one of the baleful aspects of modern literary theory, and it has
not served society well in promoting the reading or writing of literature.
Nevertheless, some level of methodological self-awareness is important
for those engaged in the writing of history. It can help one understand the
nature of evidence, of how much weight can be placed on any single artifact,
on what questions can legitimately be asked of certain texts, of how one
should select evidence, and what the implications of such selectivity are
for the history one then writes.
In order to explore these questions, I have chosen in this book to look at
a series of problems relative to the writing of history that can be explored
with reference to specific questions and examples. My hope is that, by
doing so, readers will not so much buy into some nebulous “Trueman
method” for doing history but will be caused to reflect upon how they themselves approach the subject and, even if they find no reason to change that
approach, will at least become more self-aware and intentional about it.
3
Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth about History (New York: Norton,
1994), 6.
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In chapter 1, I examine the issue of objectivity in history, using Holocaust
Denial as my specific example. Given the fact that no historian is a blank
page and that the writing of history is an action of an individual living at
a certain time and a certain place, working with all of the personal and
cultural baggage that this brings in its wake, we will ask whether the fact
that no history can be neutral ultimately means that all historical narratives are inevitably so biased and relative that their claims to historical
truth are meaningless. My conclusion is that, while there is no such thing
as neutrality in the telling of history, there is such a thing as objectivity,
and that varied interpretations of historical evidence are yet susceptible to
generally agreed upon procedures of verification that allow us to challenge
each others’ readings of the evidence. You might believe that action X is a
clear example of class struggle; but I can challenge you by looking at the
evidence to see whether your interpretation is plausible, given the status
of the evidence. I also argue that all histories are provisional in the sense
that no one can offer an exhaustive account of any past action, given the
limited state of the evidence and the historian’s inevitably limited grasp
of context as well as distance from the past. But provisional merely means
limited and subject to refinement; it does not make all readings of the
evidence equally valid, or equally unreliable.
In chapter 2, building on the discussion in chapter 1, we will examine
issues relating to the idea of interpretative frameworks, those general models
of historical action and meaning which historians bring to bear on their
task and which shape both the selection and interpretation of evidence.
There are various models that I could use as an example of this, but I
am going to focus on the one with which I am most familiar: Marxism,
particularly as it finds its expression in the works of seventeenth-century
British historian Christopher Hill. The purpose of this chapter is not to
disparage the notion of grand theory or the kind of schemes of which Marxism is just one of the better-known examples; rather it is to highlight both
the strengths and weaknesses of such an approach. On the positive side,
Marxism raises awareness of issues that may be hidden below the surface
of historical events, and it provides a helpful framework for identifying,
collating, and interpreting evidence. On the negative side, it has built into
21
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it elements that render it immune to criticism and thus cause it to fall foul
of the principle of falsification. Nevertheless, as I will show with a couple
of examples, the importance of material factors in shaping historical action
is something which Marxism highlights and which is useful even to those
who are not committed to Marxist ideology.
In chapter 3, we will address the problem of anachronism. Anachronism
is a constant temptation for historians and, to an extent, unavoidable. The
writing of history involves a historian in the present addressing questions
to the past; inevitably, that involves the bringing together, if not collision,
of two different periods in time, with all of the difficulties that brings in
its wake. The problem is particularly acute in my own specialist field, that
of the history of ideas, where the desire to plunder the past for precedents
for present thinking is often a subtle, even imperceptible, pressure that can
dramatically impoverish, if not utterly distort, the historical task. In my own
thinking in this area, I have been immensely helped by the methodological
reflections of Quentin Skinner, and thus examination of his arguments
and contributions will be central to the discussion. We will also look at
the problem of using anachronistic categories.
In chapter 4, I address what I have called “a fistful of fallacies.” This is
far from an exhaustive treatment of all the fallacies to which historians
can be prone; nor, to be honest, is every issue addressed therein a “fallacy”
in the strict sense of the word. Rather, it is a collection of reflections on
particular issues of which the historian should be aware. Most historians, in
my experience, just think of themselves as doing history; and there is much
to be said for the avoidance of the frankly pretentious and obscurantist
language that is so often used by those who spend their time not so much
writing history themselves as reflecting on the “theory” of history. Too
often representatives of the latter caste are committed to demonstrating
that what clearly works in practice cannot work in theory, a rather bizarre,
parasitic, and frankly contemptible way to spend one’s life. Having said that,
all of us as historians can benefit from being more self-aware about the
things we do. There are logical and linguistic mistakes that, once we are
aware of them, we are less likely to commit; and this chapter is intended
as a guide to them.
22
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Finally, the book concludes with an appendix, a paper delivered at a
conference on the reception of John Calvin’s thought, reflecting upon the
problems surrounding the connection of thoughts and actions in one era
with those in another. Much has been made of the notions of continuity
and discontinuity in Christian thought over recent years, and this chapter
represents an attempt to address the questions that this raises. It thus
stands as an example of methodological reflection on a specific issue in
contemporary historical studies.
My approach in this book is, on the whole, to emphasize historians
in action and spend less time talking about theory. Theory has enjoyed
something of a boom over the last twenty years, to the point where there
are now historians who appear to spend all their time writing books about
the theory of writing history and rarely do any actual writing of history.
While I once used to drive a hard wedge between historians and those
who philosophize about history, I have softened over the years and am now
fully committed to the idea that every historian needs to be methodologically self-aware and self-critical; yet I still believe that doing history is the
historian’s primary calling and the thing that he or she should do best.
Thus, the reader will find little discussion of the latest critical theories of
history and much of the practicalities of writing history, illustrated with
examples. The result is not a scholarly work aimed to impress the critical
theorists out there; rather I trust it will be a guide to the perplexed, a useful handbook that will serve to make good students of history more aware
of why they are good students of history, and others aware of things they
can do to raise their game.
It is my hope that, by the end of the book, readers will have more awareness of the role they themselves play in the writing of history and of the
strengths and the limits of the historical task in which they are engaged.
As I have already said at the start, there is part of me that thinks that
those who can do history, do history; yet, even if nothing I say makes you
change how you do history, I trust you will be more self-aware in the way
you practice the discipline and this in itself will prove of benefit. Once one
knows why and how one thinks and acts the way one does, one is able to
sharpen and improve in greater measure than before.
23
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Ultimately, for me, all good historians, no matter what the period which
they study, are engaged in asking variations on a basic question: why is this
person doing this thing in this way in this place at this particular point
in time? Once you realize that that is the kind of question you have been
asking all along, you are free to answer it more effectively and to hone
your methods to that question more accurately and precisely. The result
is better historical consciousness, method, and, hopefully, writing. I trust
that this book will provide the reader with some of the key tools to enable
such an outcome.

24
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